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I had the opportunity on Sunday afternoon to chat with Knights head coach Paige Liebhart after 
they returned from Templeton with a quarterfinal win and the opportunity to host Loma Linda 
Academy Tuesday evening. Their road to the Final 4 included wins over Summit (Round 1), 
Brentwood (Round 2), and Templeton (Quarterfinals).

Note: DT is my question and PL her response. 

DT: This is Ontario Christian’s 3rd semifinal in your tenure (2013, 2016, this year). Describe the 
similarities between these last two years and your 2013 team which featured Washington player 
Carly De Hoog, Hope International player Liz Prestia and company.

PL: Both this team and that one were physical and athletic. They are/were loaded with club 
experience and high volleyball IQ’s. 

DT: What are your thoughts on a 3rd shot at Loma Linda Academy? What are the keys to a win 
Tuesday? 

PL: I guess it’s only fitting that the title in D6 goes through our league. Some of the keys to a win 
would be if we’re making different mistakes than during the year, being smart offensively, and 
siding out at a good rate. It's not easy to beat a good team 3 times and we’re excited for that 
opportunity. 

DT: Annaka Jorgenson broke the school’s all time career kills mark. Your thoughts on that and 
her career so far? 

PL: We’re all very proud and happy for her. It really wasn't a surprise that she set it since she’s a 
phenomenal athlete. We asked her to take a lot of the offensive load so the opportunities were 
most certainly there. She’s gotten smarter and physical over the years. 

DT: When Annaka came into the program as a freshman did you foresee this? 

PL: As a freshman she played middle blocker so after that year we weren't sure whether she'd 
stay there or move to the outside. It wasn't even remotely on our radar at that point. 

DT: After the first matchup with Notre Dame you talked about how the group’s volleyball IQ had 
to come for this to be a successful season. How far have they come in that regard? 

PL: I've been very impressed with how far they've come. It's been fun to see the growth from a 
team that had its weaknesses exposed to where we are now on the brink of a final. At that point 
we were still figuring out things defensively and offensively so to be here now is icing on the 
cake.



DT: It's your 3rd semifinal as the Knights head coach. Do the nerves for a coach change each 
time you go thru it? Especially now that you have a kid and are a mom?

PL: I’m excited for the kids and how far they’ve come. For me it's a feeling of being excitedly 
nervous during the day. It'll really hit especially at about 5:15pm when we walk into the gym and 
the crowd starts to filter in.

DT: For some of your kids playing in a match like this with a finals appearance Friday or 
Saturday on the line is a new experience. What will you or have you told them about nerves on 
this stage? 

PL: Those newcomers all saw last year’s run and had an idea of what it would be like. Seeing it 
and experiencing it on the court are two different things however. The Ambassador League 
prepared us for this point but that being said there were still some nerves last night. We talked 
about that last night and also told them how proud we are of them for getting to this point. 

DT: When the draw came out did you think it was a possibility that all 4 Ambassador League 
entrants would get to this point? 

PL: Once Aquinas got thru Bishop Amat it was looking more and more like a possibility. When I 
got out of the gym yesterday I was checking scores like a mad woman and sure enough it 
happened. It's just a testament to the strength of our league. 


